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c is graphics drawimage too slow for bigger images - i m currently working on a game and i wish to have a main menu
with background image however i find the method graphics drawimage really slow i have made some measurement let s
assume that menubackground is my resource image with resolution 800 x 1200 pixels, gamespy pc games reviews news
previews demos mods - gamespy is your source for pc gaming intelligence with the latest pc game news reviews previews
release dates and files demos mods patches and trailers, liste aller dateiendungen mit file extensions - liste von
dateiendungen mit alphatisch sortiert mit erkl rung was bedeutet die file extension, a demonstration that direct2d is
patently ridiculous braid - the previous blog post expressed the opinion that microsoft s new direct2d api is bad some
people might have been thinking hey that s just your opinion direct2d is actually kind of neat as responsible party thomas
olsen says on his blog direct2d is layered on top of direct3d the goal of such an abstraction layer ought to be to make the
underlying functionality easy to understand use, introduction to directx 11 3d game engine programming - directx 11
components as previously mentioned the directx sdk is actually a collection of programming api s the directx api that deals
with hardware accelerated 3d graphics is the direc3d api and the subject of this article however there are several more api s
which make up the directx sdk, vr porn games vrporn com - amoreon is an immersive vr sex game where you take the
role of a male gigolo who heads to the red light district to learn the tricks of the trade from an experienced madame who
shows you what women really want, best free microsoft downloads gizmo s freeware - microsoft security essentials 64
bit for xp not available supported systems windows xp through windows 7 not compatible with windows 8 this may be the
best free product ever from microsoft and it was chosen as gizmo s freeware product of the year for 2010 and 2011,
narbencreme sandoz 600 promedius co uk - kochen sie auf den hinteren herdplatten sichern sie den herd mit einem
gitter damit ihr kind nicht auf hei e platten fassen oder t pfe mit hei em inhalt auf sich herabziehen kann
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